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Made 
in Australia

Environmentally
Friendly

100% blockout 
of UV rays

Mildew 
resistant

Canvas for traditional sunblind &  

awning installations

Defab guarantee limited to the replacement of fabric.  
For further details refer to Defab guarantee form.

somerton® canvas
When nothing but total sun blockout will do, somerton® 
canvas offers a comprehensive range of contemporary 
colours and stripe pattern choices that will provide 
the perfect defence against the harsh elements of a 
sunburnt country.

External Sun Protection
Total sun blockout Australian Made fabric for  
canvas awnings.

somerton® canvas provides a perfect defence against 
the harsh elements of the damaging sun. somerton® 
canvas is the ideal fabric solution for traditional external 
sunblinds, fixed canopies, walkways, retractable or 
fixed frame awnings. somerton® canvas is engineered 
to reduce the entry of solar heat transmission leading 
to better cooling. somerton® canvas provides a perfect 
defence against the harsh elements of the damaging 
sun. somerton® canvas is environmentally friendly and 
acts as a very effective passive energy saving device.

Key features
 Australian Made - woven and 

finished in Australia for Australian 
conditions

 Woven from specially blended 
poly/cotton yarns

 100% blockout of the sun’s  
UV rays

 Environmentally friendly

 Largest range of colours and 
pattern designs in the market

 Vibrant long lasting colours

 Very strong

 Easy to maintain

 Extemely durable

 5 year guarantee



Head Office 28-30 Somerton Park Drive
Campbellfield Vic, 3061 Australia

Local Sales: 1300 785 322
Tel: +61 3 9305 3988 Fax: +61 3 9305 1377

Email: canvas@defab.com.au
www.defab.com.au

Whilst every attempt has been made, slight colour variations may occur between these 
representations and actual Defab Canvas fabrics. No printing process can capture the true 
brilliance of Defab colours. Defab® and somerton® canvas are Registered Trademarks of 
Defab Weavers Pty. Ltd. Defab Weavers Pty Ltd ACN 005 189 319

somerton® canvas colour / pattern selector
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Information
 somerton® canvas

Composition 50% Polyester 50% Cotton

Mass 480 gsm 

Width 220 cm 

Roll Length 30 mts 

Roll Weight (Nominal) 32 kg

Tensile Strength (Warp) 2200 N/5 cm

Tensile Strength (Weft) 1300 N/5 cm

Tear Resistance (Warp) 65 N

Tear Resistance (Weft) 40 N

Water Resistance (Hydrostatic Head) 5 kPa


